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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System on

May 23, 1961. The Board met in the Board Room at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman
Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman
Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Shepardson
Mr. King

Mr. Sherman, Secretary
Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Molony, Assistant to the Board

Mr. Fauver, Assistant to the Board

Mr. Hackley, General Counsel
Mr. Solomon, Director, Division of

Examinations
Mr. Johnson, Director, Division of

Personnel Administration

Mr. Hexter, Assistant General Counsel

Mr. O'Connell, Assistant General Counsel

Mr. Hooff, Assistant General Counsel

Mrs. Semia, Technical Assistant, Office

of the Secretary

Discount rates. The establishment without change by the Federal

- v'u Bank of Atlanta on May 22, 1961, of the rates on discounts and

e44allees in its existing schedule was approved unanimously, with the

IllkierstIMIdtag that appropriate advice would be sent to that Bank.

Items  circulated to the Board. The following items, which had

beeri
circulated to the Board and copies of which are attached to these

4441tes under the respective item numbers indicated, were apzroved

1114Lt1t1ously:

4tter + the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
getli.;;4'nfi the appointment of a Federal Reserve

- 8 Representative at the Pittsburgh Branch.

Item No. 

1
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Item No.

Letter to the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland 2

413Proving the payment of salary to an officer at
the rate fixed by the Board of Directors.

Report on competitive factors (McKeesport-McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania).

The had been distributed a draft of report to the Comptroller of the

Currency on the competitive factors involved in the proposed consolidation

°t The Bank of McKees Rocks, McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania, with and into

Western Pennsylvania National Bank, McKeesport, McKeesport, Pennsylvania.

The report was approved unanimously for transmission to the Comp-

troller of the Currency. The conclusion of the report read as follows:

The proposed consolidation of The Bank of McKees Rocks
'With and into Western Pennsylvania National Bank would elimi-
nate very little, if any, competition as virtpsoly none now
exists. While there would be little effect on competition
in Allegheny County, the proposed consolidation might well
stimulate competition in WKees Rocks.

Request of Farmers State Bank of Sullivan (Item No. 3). At its

nieetitig on May 12, 1961, the Board considered the request of Farmers State

Of Sullivan, Sullivan, Indiana, for permission limier condition of

ttlerab srsbip number one to exercise full fiduciary powers. Action was

t:11'red pending further discussion with the Federal Reserve Bank of St.

4)41-13 because of questions raised by members of the Board which indicated
the

Possibility of an adverse decision. These questions had to do principally

'with
the management of the trust function, which was to be in the hands of

Pres,
dent Crowder, a physician and surgeon who devoted part of his time to

the bank.
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Mr. Solomon Solomon remarked that this case, involving a small bank, raised

the kind of question that the Board considered on February 23, 1961, when

it discussed, on the basis of a memorandum from Mr. Masters, aver-all

13°11eY with regard to granting fiduciary powers. It seemed to the Division

°t Examinations that the current request could be granted within the frame-

Of the general policy outlined in the memorandum. Although the bank

14)41c1 not have a full-time trust officer, the Federal Reserve Bank of St.

4)144, in response to the further inquiry Mr. Solomon had made, expressed

1'1411 confidence in Dr. Crowder's capacity, his ability to discharge the

function satisfactorily, and his willingness to devote to that

4Lction whatever time was necessary. Particularly in view of the Reserve

tatk, 
s strong recommendation, Mr. Solomon said, the Division of Examinations

telt that a decision to refuse the request for fiduciary powers would be

111"tionable. Further, such a decision would appear inconsistent with

°tiler's that the Board had made in the past under somewhat similar circum-

atIltices. Also, if the Board were to deny this request and adopt the adverse
decl

sl-on as a precedent, that might tend to freeze a series of monopolistic

laltilations where trust powers had already been granted to a local bank but

1\4441'e ealplications would be denied.

Governor Mills stated that he would vote for approval, as he had
1,1
14c4ted on May 12, for all of the reasons Mr. Solomon had outlined. He

qem
- noted that there had been many situations in which lawyers and engineers
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had become bankers and were regarded as having the qualifications and

abil#Y to fulfill the responsibilities.

Governor Robertson stated that he was opposed to granting the

reqUest, not because Dr. Crowder was a medical man but because he was a

ilre'cticing physician. It seemed generally agreed that Dr. Crowder had

3.c)1Q1 a good job in managing the bank since its organization in 1955 in

the face of established competition. However, in Governor Robertson's

vie
handling a trust department as an additional sideline was quite

"her matter. He noted that trust administration involves many matters

that do not come up in the commercial banking field, such as investment

(lecisions in carrying out the wishes of settlors to the best interests

cl'heneficiaries. As to the opinion that had been expressed by the St.

1".18 Reserve Bank that the bank probably would not be called upon to

large trusts, he pointed out that the bank reportedly had already

been -,Aamed in a will as executor of a $1.5 million estate and Dr. Crowder

la's Personally handling an estate of over $600,000. If there were estates

Of
size in the community, it seemed unlikely that anyone could judge

h°14r large the trusts would be that the bank might be called upon to handle.

11°1'eover, a bank could also encounter substantial difficulties in the

ha.1411rig of smiler trusts.

After stating his view that the Board should follow a general

4ke.e+
-4-ce of granting trust powers only where a bank was clearly capable
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(It handling trusts and had people of established competence to perform

that function, Governor Robertson commented that he was reluctant to turn

cl*Wn the current request outright, particularly in light of the strong

"6 of the St. Louis Reserve Bank. Instead he would suggest that

the Reserve Bank counsel Dr. Crowder to withdraw the request, wait for

the bank to "craw up" to the trust business, and seek full-time personnel

/lith competence in the trust field.

Governor Shepardson observed that when the Board previously

e°neidered this case he had been inclined adversely because the applicant

Beemed a small bank to be getting into the trust business. However, upon

fltrther consideration, and in view of the Reserve Bank's report as to the

e°111Petence of Dr. Crowder and his accomplishment in developing the bank

Ill -the face of opposition and competition, he was now disposed to reverse

418 Position and support the staff recommendation.

Governor King commented that in a small community there were

—44.-LY relatively few people who had the wisdom to look after trust

niatters for other people. Those who did have that wisdom were frequently

the local doctors. The circumstances of the Sullivan request seemed to

1414 to warrant approval.

Governor Balderston and Chairman Martin also expressed themselves

l'e4c3rably.
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Accordingly, the request of Farmers State Bank of Sullivan was

-2.:U227.ZZJI, Governor Robertson dissenting. A copy of the letter sent to

the bank pursuant to this action is attached as Item No. 3.

Mr. McClelland, Assistant to the Director, Division of Examinations,

entered the room at this point.

2"2-22xto Commission on Civil  Riq,hts (Item No. 4). There had been

distributed a draft dated May 5, 1961, of a reply to a letter of April 24,

961) from Mr. Berl I. Bernhard, Staff Director-designate, Commission on

Civil Rights, regarding policies and practices in the field of mortgage

lenel 4

In the light of comments made to the staff following the

distribution of the May 5 draft, a revised draft dated May 15, 1961,

lres 
subsequently distributed.

At this meeting there was a discussion of the May 15 draft,

Which several changes in wording were suggested. The letter was

the
roved unanimously in the form attached as Item No. 4.

Mr. McClelland then withdrew from the meeting.

Request for oral presentation (Marine Midland.),. In a letter

dated 
March 27, 1961, the Board disapproved the proposed merger of

Pi
l'st National Bank and Trust Company of Ithaca, Ithaca, New York, into

kr,
i-e Midland Trust Company of Southern New York, Elmira, New York. In

letter dated April 17, 1961, the participating banks jointly requested

teQ„
'418ideration of the proposal and an opportunity to make an oral
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Presentation to the Board. In addition the participants submitted further

information directed generally to the reasons the Board had assigned as the

basis 
for its unfavorable decision. At its meetings on May It. and May 15,

1961) the Board considered the request for oral presentation, but a decision

re.8 deferred.

Chairman Martin indicated that in his view the Board would be in a

stronger position on matters of this kind if it granted requests from

1)8•Ities who wished to be heard. However, he had no extremely strong

e°11viction on the Marine Midland request.

The Chairman then turned to Mr. Hackley, who stated that the

clilestion whether, after an adverse decision, the Board should grant a

l'st for reconsideration or an opportunity for oral presentation was

°Ile of the matters being considered by the Legal Division as part of the

411:11dY of procedures in bank merger and bank holding company cases that it

l're*B taking for the Board. Among the arguments against granting such

requests were the danger of setting an inflexible pattern; the possi-

bili‘
of burdening the Board unduly; and the likelihood that no new

14NIttation of substance would be presented. On the affirmative side

t• he arguments that not a great deal of time was required for the

(17e'l. Presentation; that the Board had granted such requests in the past;

tilet t• he procedure might be conducive to good public relations; and that,

4a l• egal matter, allowing an oral presentation might be regarded as
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1.111Proving the record of the case. In this connection, he noted that it

haC1 been learned yesterday that Northwest Bancorporation had filed a

Petition for review of the Board's Order in the Pipestonel Minnesota,

cese in the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth District, one

°li the charges being that the Board, by refusing to grant Northwest

Iltleorporation a hearing, denied it due process of the law. Although

the Legal Division felt that that was not a sound argument, the fact

that the charge was made indicated that failure to grant a hearing could

be Used by an applicant as a ground for criticism of the Board's action.

Illthe light of the affirmative arguments mentioned, Mr. Hackley's

114e4netion was to recommend that the Board grant Marine Midland's

Ileguest for an oral presentation.

Mr. Solomon suggested that in situations such as the Marine

141(1-1-and case the time required for oral presentation might not be an

OZdill inately high price to pay, both from the public relations and

11°111e-13s the due process points of view, to have the applicants feel

t4"hey had had a full opportunity to present their case. While he

not want to argue the point too strongly, it seemed to him that

the
sPirit of the Administrative Procedure Act might have some bearing

°Ilthe matter. One provision of the Act read: So far as the orderly

c311duct of public business permits, any interested person may appear
berore

any agency or its responsible officers or employees for the

1)re 
tentation„ adjustment, or determination of any issue, request, or
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Controversy in any proceeding (interlocutory, summary, or otherwise) or

in connection with any agency function. Technically it might be said

that the purposes of that provision would be satisfied by an appearance

before the staff, and he would not go so far as to say that the provision

required that a presentation to the Board be allowed, but he did believe

that its spirit argued for allowing applicants to speak their piece on a

zatter that was of importance to them.

Mr. O'Connell and Mr. Hexter concurred in the views expressed

tt0111 the standpoint of public relations; from a legal standpoint they

relt that the Board would be in a sound position if it denied a request

or this kind except in a bank holding company matter where a hearing was

reqllired by law. Mr. Hooff remRrked that if merger applicants could ask

cfl'reconsideration after denial, banks that wanted to establish branches

141*4 also make such requests. However, the merger cases were generally

°r a higher level of importance. Since not too much time was involved in

all°ral presentation, he believed that it might be in order for the present

to
qwant such requests; if the volume of merger cases increased and the oral

lresentations becRuP more burdensome, the Board could decide to change the

tjCe

Mr. Hackley added to his previous comments by saying that he had

lit naeant to infer that he thought the Board would be legally vulnerable

to a
challenge of denial of due process if such a request was not granted.
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When the bank merger bill was before the Congress, an express proposal to

require hearings was rejected in committee. He felt sure that charges of

denial of due process would be made if the Board denied requests to be

heard, but he did not think the Board would be legally vulnerable to them.

There followed a discussion as to whether granting an opportunity

ror an oral presentation did not in fact constitute reconsideration of the

eli8e, the point being made that it would be futile for the applicant to

el31)ear before the Board unless the Board took the position that, if any

re'ets offered put the situation in a different light, reversal of the

decision might be possible. The tenor of the discussion indicated that

"reconsideration,, connoted an over-all review of the case if significant

additional information was submitted after a denial. If no such information

submitted, the Board perhaps could say it would not reconsider, because

there was no significant information available that had not been reviewed

bet°re the adverse decision was reached. It was further stated, however,

that a fine line of distinction was involved and that, as a practical

41tter, a request by an applicant for an opportunity to present oral views

Ilas clearly a request for reversal of the adverse decision and might be

regarded.

Chairman Martin commented at this point that on the public

side the matter seemed to him quite clear. Unless the Board
Ire.a

SO burdened that it could not take the time, it ought to listen to
Darti
'es who thought they had a case to present in any field. If such
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oPportunities were not granted, the tendency would be for the public to

think that the Board's case was weak.

The suggestion then was made that, if the Board was disposed to

gl'ant requests for oral presentation, it might be desirable for the

cTPortunity to be given before the adverse decision was reached, perhaps

/lithout an indication that an adverse decision was necessarily contemplated.

The Point was made, however, that if such invitations were extended only

/41ein denial was in fact contemplated, that fact would quickly become

41)41..rent to the banking community. Accordingly, an applicant who was

illItitod to appear might want to know the basis for the Board's contemplated

d eision, so that he could know in what area he should try to strengthen

his case. It was also noted that if applicants were invited to appear in

411rarlee of the decision, consistency would seem to suggest that even when

ta•vorable decision was contemplated anyone who had protested should be

an opportunity to present his views. It was further brought out

that oral presentation actually took far more of the Board's time than

the hour allowed the applicant, because each Board member must review the

on the case before the applicant was heard and then again review the

n14t.ter in the light of the oral presentation.

Governor Robertson then stated that he was not so much concerned

e'bc the decision on this particular request as in the longer-run aspects.

°nsistently granting requests for oral presentation following adverse
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decisions, he felt the Board was rapidly getting into a position where in

ever.'" case it would reconsider its decision, except perhaps where a "little

tellown might not ask to be heard. If the Board decided to follow a practice

allowing applicants to come in and be heard, he would prefer to have that

clone before rather than after the Board acted on the case. The current

Prc)eedure seemed to him unwise, and he would like to see it changed. He

suggested that the staff study currently in process deal with the possi-

bilitY of inviting applicants to appear prior to the decision and state

thei:r case, without indication of which way the Board might be leaning.

As to the instant case, Governor Robertson said he found no new,

Ihfc3rmation in the additional brief submitted by the parties to the pro-

11c3sed merger that was of such nature as to alter the original decision.

Rczrever, the matter of most importance to him was not the procedural

-1"°1on in this case but the procedure to be followed in the longer run.

Governor King suggested continuing the procedure of handling each

INUest on an ad hoc basis, at least until such time as the load became

toolleavy. If it did, the Board could decide on a change of procedure,

1)it
it was possible that the number of such requests might tend to diminish.

clue process argument had little weight, he felt. It seemed agreed

(erierally that the public relations aspect carried more weight, sufficient

h4
Opinion to warrant granting requests to be heard. However, there

Yet another factor that he considered even more important. It had been

jested that experience indicated little likelihood of any new information

lfas
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Of significance being offered. Nevertheless, there was always the possi-

bilitY of further light being thrown on a case, perhaps in a manner that

colad be accomplished only through personal appearance. In a close case

this could be important, and it was his recollection that opinions had

beell changed to some extent in the past following oral presentations.

After further discussion Chairman Martin suggested that the present

Isequest for oral presentation be granted, that seeming to be the position

Of the majority of the members of the Board, and that further consideration

Of the over-all problem await the submission of the memorandum on procedures

that was being prepared by the Legal Division.

Accordingly, the request of Marine Midland Trust Company of Southern

1T1'r York and the First National Bank and Trust Company of Ithaca for an

°11 Ttunity for oral presentation was approved, Governors Mills and

ft°bertson dissenting, with the understanding that arrangements would be

4341e to schedule the oral presentation on a mutually convenient date.

In recording his dissent, Governor Mills said it seemed to him

that in a situation of this kind the Board was tantamount to a court of

QIIII/oetent jurisdiction. Once the Board reached its decision, the legal

the

Of

clY open to the applicant was appeal to the courts. In his view, it

incumbent on the dignity of the Board to reach a mature judgment and

n to stand on that judgmPnt. If the judgment was in error, that was

eclurse a criticism of the thinking of the Board or the superficiality

Of i
ts investigation of the case. In this particular case, a decision
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Ilas reached after mature consideration and, at the request of the applicant,

additional information submitted thereafter was carefully reviewed. From

this review, it appeared that no additional evidence had been submitted

that would warrant a reversal of the Board's decision. Therefore, in his

if a hearing was accorded purely on the ground of public relations,

that would be a hypocritical sop to the proponents. They would be given

641 hour of the Board's time to expand and declaim on their position, but

in a case of this sort an hour would be completely insufficient if there

Igas merit to their contentions. Accordingly, he discounted the public

l'alations factor; in his opinion it exposed the Board to the charge that

ill the interest of public relations it was failing in its duty to decide

845. stand on its decision.

With respect to this application Governor Mills noted that the

1.1/11-tra bank, into which the Ithaca bank would be merged, was of course

'3%41". by a bank holding company. In the circumstances, he thought it

'4°111c1 be in error to attempt to disentangle the application under the

1184* Merger Act from the Board's responsibilities under the Bank Holding

Colm,
-valaY Act. In effect, there was not only the question of a tendency

to
ard lessening of competition to take into account under the Bank Merger

Act, but there was also the fact that a bank holding company was being

/)ellkitted to expand its area of operations. In his view that should not

be
4'ermitted in this instance.
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Chairman Martin remarked that, if the Board really was established

48 a court, he thought Governor Mills' position would be completely valid.

liovever, he (Chairman Martin) did not view the Board's role as that of a

c°14rt, and therefore there was a public relations problem. The Board

V48 in a pioneer stage in this type of regulatory function, and at some

13°tatthere was likely to be a review of the underlying legislation. In

tile meantime, therefore, he thought that the Board should lean over back-

He did not agree that it would be merely a hypocritical sop to

listen to the applicants in the present case, for something might be

131'esented that would change the vote on the case. In a court the parties

to a case had an opportunity to appear before the judge, whereas the

4Plgicants in cases like the one under consideration had no opportunity

to 
8.P-140ear before the Board unless they were invited. Moreover, if he

Irelle an applicant and the Board denied him the opportunity to speak he

11°111(1 think that the Board must have a very weak case. It worried him

ht the n Board had the semblance and sometimes the finality of a court,

Vithout
having the actual status of a court, and he did not believe that

the Board had yet worked out procedures that were clearly understood by

the loublic.

Visit by New York State Bank Superintendent. The memorandum from

the tIvision of Examinations dated April 28, 1961, that had been distributed

11111egard to the supplementary information submitted by Marine Midland Trust
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C°111Pany in the foregoing matter stated that the New York State Superintendent

or Banks had indicated informally to the New York Reserve Bank that he would

like to have an opportunity to present to the Board his views on the pro-

posed. merger and on the over-all banking situation in the State of New

°I'k• At its meeting on May 4, 1961, when the Board considered the supple-

information offered by Marine Midland, it had been agreed that after

it had been decided whether to give the participating banks an opportunity

tc'r oral presentation, a response would be made to Mr. Clark. A form of

4'tter that it might be appropriate to send to Mr. Clark was suggested.

Further reference was made at this meeting to Mr. Clark's request,

was again the general view that an opportunity should be extended

to Ilia to meet with the Board on a mutually convenient date.

All members of the staff except Messrs. Sherman and Kenyon and

Semia then withdrew from the meeting.

Hearings on Board's Annual Report. Chairman Martin reported

l'ecelpt of a letter from Chairman Patman of the Joint Economic Committee

teluesting that he testify on June 2, 1961, in connection with hearings on

the b_
-uguard's Annual Report for 1960. This was followed by a brief informal

lkise
liseion which included comments on the question of issuing the policy

tee()
lida of the Board and the Federal Open Market Committee more frequently

"W. Orii.ce a year.

The meeting then adjourned.
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Secretary's Note: Governor Shepardson today
approved on behalf of the Board the following
items:

Memorandum from Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary of the Board,ree, amending the establishment of an additional position of Records Clerk
41the Records Section of the Office of the Secretary until June 301 1961.

Memorandum from the Division of Administrative Services recom-Die
1.14 ng the appointment of Lorraine T. Hirz as Clerk-Stenographer in that

with basic annual salary at the rate of $4,1.45, effective the
%Late of entrance upon duty.

Secre
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

D0.4 oat
't4114.0

1Z% Arthur B. Van Buskirk,
wiairman of the Board and
Federal Reserve Agent,

!:ederal Reserve Bank of Cleveland,
Q-eveland 1, Ohio.

riear Mr. Van Buskirk:

Item No. 1
5/23/61

ADDRESS OVFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

May 231 1961

In accordance with the request contained in your letter of
1.1ay 10, 1961, the Board of Governors approves the appointment of Mr.

C. Johnson as a Federal Reserve Agent's Representative at ther
ittsbur gh Branch to succeed Mr. Gordon M. Trowbridge.

This approval is given with the understanding that Mr.

th
oh 

This 
will be solely responsible to the Federal Reserve Agent ande. Board of Governors for the proper performance of his duties,

VccePt that, during the absence or disability of the Federal Reserve
Itgent or a vacancy in that office, his responsibility will be to the

"sistant Federal Reserve Agent and the Board of Governors.

Rene. 
When not engaged in the performance of his duties as Federal

.0,--.rve Agent's Representative, Mr. Johnson may, with the approval of

h'_.Le Federal Reserve Agent and the Vice President in charge of the
41lttsburgh Branch, perform such work for the Branch as will not be
neonsistent with his duties as Federal Reserve Agent's Representative.

the It will be appreciated if Mr. Johnson is fully informed of
4

?ed importance of his responsibilities as a member of the staff of the

th eral Reserve Agent and the need for maintenance of independence from
e oPerations of the Bank in the discharge of these responsibilities.

It is assumed that Mr. Johnson will execute the usual OathOr
1,8,uffice, which will be forwarded to the Board of Governors along

the effective date of his appointment.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

CONFIDENTIAL (FR)

WASHINGTON 25. O. C.

Mr. W. D. Fulton, President,
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland,
Cleveland 1 Ohio.

Dear Mr. Fulton:

Item No. 2
5/23/61

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

May 23 1961

The Board of Governors approves the payment of
salary to Mr. John E. Orin as Vice President of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland at the rate of $16,000 per annum,
effective July 1, 1961, which is the rate fixed by your
Board of Directors as reported in your letter of May 110
1961.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Board of Directors,
Farmers State Bank of Sullivan,
Sullivan, Indiana.

Gentlemen:

Item No. 3
5/23/61

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

May 23, 1961

This refers to your request for permission,
under applicable provisions of your condition of member-
ship numbered 1, to exercise fiduciary powers.

Following consideration of the information
submitted, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System grants permission to the Farmers State Bank of
Sullivan to exercise the fiduciary powers now or here-
after authorized by its charter and the laws of the
State of Indiana.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Elizabeth L. Carmichael

Elizabeth L. Carmichael,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WAS

Item No. 4
5/23/61

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

May 23, 1961.

Ifierl I. Bernhard,
Sn Director-designate,
1PlInission on civil Rights,
'a*lington 251 D. C.

44' Mr. Bernhard:

Polie4 This refers to your letter of April 2)4, 1961, inquiring about
erial es and practices of the Board and of the member banks of the Fed

Reserve System in the field of mortgage lending.

colice‘ Primarily, the questions you have addressed to the Board are
be I nod, in sum, with whether nondiscrimination on grounds of race can
Of rt;88,11red practicab1y and effectively in the mortgage lending activities
'ru3er banks by regulation or by statute.

to 14e believe, therefore, that it may be most helpful to you for us
NI8cet out as briefly as possible some information on the relation of the
/1101.1.Q- Reserve System to the banking structure of the United States as a
te,' and on the relationship of. the Board and the Federal Reserve Banks

3c banks which hold membership in the Federal Reserve S:/stem.

41sur Of the 13,100 commercial banks insured by the Federal Deposit
Ot thallec Corporation, 6,17li are members of the Federal Reserve System.

e members„ 141530 are national banks and the remaining 1,6/4 are
c41,;e banks.  The national banks are chartered by the Comptroller of the
1)411ke5 leY, whose office is a part of the Treasury Departmbnt. The State
lecaZ 4re chartered by the government of the State in which they are

, The Federal Reserve can neither grant nor revoke charters of
national banks or State member banks. The primary powers of bank

ti:ision and examination, along with chartering powers, are vested
Comptroller of the Currency, for the national banks, and in the
State banking authorities, for the State banks. While all

'Yste ,'`al banks are required by law to be members of the Federal Reserve
4t't 'L3 membership on the part of the State banks is purely voluntary, as

d. L't F3
by the fact that only about 1 in every 5 State banks is a member.

The only banks which the Federal Reserve System examines, ex-
connection with applications for admission to membership, are
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Ple-r1 I. Pernhard

th,, ,
SLete chartered member banks which ordinarily are visited by

04 'uners of a Federal Reserve flenk once each year. The replies to the
iele,13tions raised in your letter relating to examining procedures there-

are based upon the relatively limited aoplicability of examination
'supervision by the Federal Reserve System.

ing Subject only to limitations imposed by State and national bank-
gre.„,4-4I'lsy decisions as to whether or not individual requests for loans are
6,,:ILed are the sole responsibility of the officers and directors of the
Iii;4s concerned. Neither the Federal Reserve nor any other bank super-
dir°0r1 agency has--or should have--authority to compel the officers and
qtlencuers of any bank to make any loan against their judgment. In conse-
44ce, denials of applications for bank loans, in contrast to approvals,
kaly, riever been considered within the purview of bank supervisors or ex-tiers.

to Ideally, decisions that member banks make as to whether or not
TI,eTint loan applications should rest upon financial considerations alone.
are yank examination and supervisory processes of the Federal Reserve System
latl in fact, conducted precisely in accordance with that standard. Regu-
efro s of the Board look toward the soundness of the member banks. The
4c(4.3 °f examiners representing the Federal Reserve are directed toward
tol aining that the limitations imposed by banking laws are observed and
the determining the financial condition and safety of each bank. In

th.&atter determination, the quality, collectibility, and diversification
clite assets of each bank must be considered in relation to the character
eapit8,deP05it liabilities, its liquidity needs, and the adequacy of its

structure.

41.4e In the loan appraisal process, as has been indicated, the ex-
the field is concerned with the loans that have been granted and

otth,rrently carried on the books of the bank. Be bases his appraisal
irldividual loans, and his conclusions with respect to the credit

10:1's of the bank, solely upon the quality of the collateral securing
l'(! -1141s loans and upon the ability and performance of the borrowers in13 ct to repayment--nht upon their race, color, or creed.

the to Accordingly, the answer to Question A-1 of your letter is no;
°I'iRthe'-rd has not adopted any policy or criteria involving the racial
411siael,"s °I' applicants (successful or unsuccessful) for bank loans. The

Question A-2 likewise is no; the Board does not believe it
Ne- J-Y has legal authority to establish a requirement that 

mortgageQaaia.uY Nember banks (national or State) be made on a nondiscriminatory
414, anThe swer to Question A-5 also is no; the Board does not currentlyN;trpt 

through examination or otherwise, to determine whether racial con-
elkrt,ati°/As have influenced member bank grants or denials of real estate

And the answer to Question A-6 again is no; the Board does not
4) &C.'. and it has found no record in its existing files of any complaints
tl°Nj,r°111 individuals or organizations concerning alleged discriminatory
'e lending policies of member banks.
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l'Ir• Berl I. Bernhard

As to Question A-4: With respect to mortgage loans, as with
other loans, the Board, as previously noted, has no role in examination
c)!,‘ths 4,530 national banks; although real estate loans of national banks
e subject to Section 24 of the Federal Reserve Act, this section is
'e4Ildnistered by the Comptroller of the Currency. The Board does, however,

airie ne the 1,644 State member banks in cooperation with the State bank
e„Pervisors. The criteria employed by both Federal Reserve and State
.
tLe

aliiiners in the examination of State member banks are those provided in

i. State laws applicable, along with generally accepted standards of
h:;LInencial soundness in the making of real estate loans; the Board itself
8 /10 regulations specially applicable to real estate loans.

The banking laws of the 50 States covering real estate loans
811°14 great variation. Among general restrictions in these laws, although

Present in all cases, are such limitations as requirements that only
rerst liens may be held by banks and that such liens must be on improved
defal estate. The maximum percentage of appraised value of the loan is
ti insd, and the term of years the loan may run, with or without amortiza-

111, is often specified. Some States place limitations on total volume
l uch loans, relating the volume to a percentage of capital funds or a

&.centage of total time deposits.

the „ In evaluating individual mortgage loans, the examiner reviews
est 'ustract or certificate of title to the underlying improved real
ver,te security to determine the validity and priority of the bank lien,
te„Yiss the payment of taxes, inspects the applicable insurance to de-

Cheek its adequacy and the existence of a binding loss-payable clause,
or t;s the appraisal and compares the total loan to the appraised value

le land and buildings, and notes the payment record of the borrower
te 
arld rate and maturity of the obligation. All violations of law and
examiljcal deficiencies in papers supporting the loan are listed by the
Vitl,''er in his report. If the borrower has defaulted in his payments
aplc respect to principal and interest, and foreclosure is in process or
411:€11's imminent, the examiner may conclude that the loan actually repre-
estys "other real estate (owned by the bank)" or "potential other real
or :.&" and classify a portion of the loan as "substandard," "doubtful,"
exaant°ss" in his report. From the foregoing description of the System's
bar:ling procedures, it will be apparent that an examiner's review of a

s mortgage portfolio is concerned with the lending policies of an
t(ktindtlal bank only to the extent that they are related to the financial

ùless of loans actually made.

All banking law violations, deficiencies in supporting papers,
the classified,,: loans are brought to the attention of management both in
thsPort of examination and in an accompanying transmittal letter, and
kezlir correction is requested. If the request is ignored and the manage-
tillbj Persists in following unsafe and unsound policies, the bank can be

ectsd to special examinations and a warning can be issued under the
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Perovisions of Section 30 or the Banking Act of 1933 which, if not heeded,
1,?-ad to the removal of the director or officer responsible for such

sound Policies.

sh Regarding Question A-31 considerations of race, creed, or color ow , ,)
not enter into business decisions. In consequence, if those respon-

1!:'e for enacting legislation should conclude that such an objective could

4 achieved by law, it would seem to us that a general law, applicable to
84,17 Phase of business life, would be preferable to a piecemeal approach.
,even if there were a universally applicable law of this kind, there

QC-Lc' still be the question you raise of feasible means to accomplish the
be3ective of insuring nondiscriminatory practices, if such should in fact

a problem, in bank real estate lending.

Prvol Enforcement unquestionably would present formidable practical
the '411s• To establish :that matters of race, creed, or color actually are
irer controlling factor in any business transaction is, as is almost uni-
ken.i.3411Y recognized, a very difficult matter because the element of judg-
" is always the essence of the transaction.

Establishing that racial bias was the controlling factor in a
the lon to refuse service in a simple over-the-counter situation, where
tar customer presented himself for service with cash in hand, would be

less difficult than establishing that it was the controlling factor
tat: decision to decline an application for a mortgage loan. In the service-

ash case, the elements bearing upon the judgment to refuse service are
ldej!'esent in the immediate circumstances, and to that extent are readily
rv,ulfiable, even though not always easily measurable. In the case of a
a c'e8a1 to grant a mortgage loan that might run for more than a quarter of
D100417, there is the vastly compounded difficulty of establishing the
arld inion of a judgment that must take into account both present facts
alao s'tlre potentials—the borrower's ability to repay, not only now but
NA au same distant time; the property's value as security for the mart-
' not only now but many years hence.

sleme Whatever ma,. be the feasibility of determining the controlling
or thrlt in a business decision through court processes, the Board is firmly
adal)te,,°Pinion that the bank examination and supervisory processes are not

a'le to this miroose and could not feasibly be employed toward that end.

sttp,r,,, The essential purpose of the process of bank examination and
krsion is to protect depositors against loss arising from unsound

bankiar practices and thus to protect the community as a whole
N"-c.t8t the severe consequences of bank failures. To attempt to use these
°411ye:rs" for collateral purposes, however worthy, would change them not
'adioally, but detrimentally.

c4ito To superimoose the responsibility for evaluating loan denials
P of the present duty of bank examiners and supervisors to review
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etTI 131 loan approvals would add an entirely new and dangerous dimension to
ti.c2cePe of the examining and supervising function. The public interest
itia41G served by 'laving examiners hold that bank managements are erring
ar takinC risks with other people's money in ways the examiner contends

lulsound would be disserved if examiners were charged with holding that
managements were erring in not undertaking risks that the management

th• ends are unsound. Where the one approach serves to reduce danger that

W Public may lose the funds it has on deposit in banks, the other ap-
°aebwould serve to increase it.

exam. In addition, the injection of nonfinancial considerations into
exaThLnaetion standards would extend the process into fields in which bank
Ina rs, whose training and experience must be concentrated on financial

could not reasonably be expected to have competence.

Furthermore, it must be borne in mind that bank examination is

the 
aft,er-the-fact process. To make it possible for an examiner to consider
elem• ents of race, creed, and color in loan applications, a bank super-

Elre;rY agency would find it necessary to require every bank to obtain from
creZ would-be-borrower detailed answers to questions about their race,
11110 and color which, in any event, would only be collateral to the basic
orancial considerations that must of necessity be paramount in the grant

erlial of loans.

Turning now to your Question B-1, there are, as indicated pre-
the 1.y, two basic considerations in the granting of any mortgage loan:
PropPresent and future ability of the borrower to repay the loan; and the
4, 8cirtYls present and future value as security for the loan in the event
zati,c2,111d ever be necessary for the lender to take over the property in
karC4action of the loan. Therefore, any element that might affect the
)4!RiZvalue of the real estate pledged to secure the loan would be a
/4N) lmate consideration which might properly be taken into account by aer ,,ank in determining whether to make a mortgage loan.

We are all familiar with examples where an increasing degree of
1?Y er114',zation, and espdcially of industrialization, has been accompanied

8tic changes in the values of urban properties. In some instances
trl.v. developments have led to rising property values; in others, declin-
,Nier,!illes have resulted not only in losses of equity by individual home-
t4 - h') ldbut also in losses by financial institutions on mortgages which3,* e.

s Since banks are primarily trustees of depositors' funds and
-eek to protect those funds, it is entirely appropriate for them to

'41te tc°Crlizance of historical patterns in real estate values. Both at the
„N'triPer;i°11. of any mortgage and during its life, a mortgagee must be con-
,'Nrirl" with the stability of the value of the underlying property and the
'at'4eci°f. values in the neighborhood in which any particular property is
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Speaking to the last portion of Question B-1, as previously indi-
eated thto, 3 e present process of examination and supervision does not attempt

bantearn whether race, creed, or color are being used as criteria by member

48 in making real estate loans.

Finally, your letter requested a number of statistical tabula-

t45 '..!'s In connection with these statistics, the Commission may wish also

4170w that the amount of mortgage debt on nonfarm residential properties

ot.'„13Y all private lenders at the end of 1960 amounted to $152.7 billion.
'flis total, savings and loan associations accounted for $58.9 billion;

4 insurance companies, $28.9 billion; mutual savings banks, $24.4
1:.,4°n; commercial banks, $20.5 billion; and individuals and other miscel-
"4ftus lenders, $20.0 billion.

These figures reveal two significant facts. First, commercial
or ,s-member and nonmeMber banks together--hold less than one-seventh
11(Z1 residential mortgages. Secondly, the range of choice open to the

tha.,c1-be-borrower of mortgage funds is a wide one. This suggests, perhaps,
N; .the existence of an adequate supply of alternative sources of credit

ldss the most feasible way of assuring nondiscriminatory lending to
ro—rearloe home purchases. If there are sufficient alternative sources, the

boll.," of competition can come into play to make certain that the qualified

°wer is not denied credit simply because of race, creed, or color.

atarrt. The tables described below, which are enclosed, provide a sub-
part of the statistical information requested. In several in-

4/,e 'es, however, no data are available, or those which are available
1.1°t exactly in the form requested.

cerre Table A presents data from the Census of Housing in 1950 con-

1960'ng the race of borrowers at commercial banks. Similar data for
ot whare not yet available. This is the only information of this kind

ich we are aware and there is no basis on which estimates could be
'dared.

Or e Table B shows an estimate of current mortgage lending activity
bazeric)rnmercnks prepared by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, and
PN:on mortgage recordings of *20,000 or less. These recordings are
1,-tC'ed to reflect primarily the financing of small residential prop-
4148. Separate data for member banks are not available. The Federal

Nvil,!g Administration and the Veterans Administration would be able to
kteer data on their respective program's, but again separate data for

banks would not be available.

Table C presents data for loans held by insured commercial banks
by regiTential properties. The breakdown for FHA and VA loans is

4;°10 only since 1951. These loans include multi-family dwellings
"Ll as single-family homes.
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Table D gives the number and assets of all member banks at the,e4d
- of eae7777r since 1933.

As stated earlier, the Federal Reserve System has no regulations
111Ph "would apply to the mortgage lending activities of member banks and

not distributed any suggestions for mortgage loan criteria to member
A:;kcss The several Federal Reserve Banks have, of course, issued manuals
"eT( other forms of general instruction to their examiners. There are en-

Pages 12(1), (2), and (3) of the manual used at the Federal Reserve
of Chicago, which contains instructions relating to real estate loans
are 

typical of such instructions issued by the other Reserve Banks.

ee are enclosed also copies of the seven pages of the report of examina-

Ol referred to in the instructions. These pages are used at all of the
'erve Banks.

We hope the foregoing information will be helpful to your Corn-
in its study and in the preparation of its report to the President.

oit letter indicated you might find it necessary to schedule a conference
ki:deral agencies involved in the supervision of credit institutions.

"ld You decide to hold such a meeting, we would be pleased to participate.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Wt. MCC. Martin, Jr.

l'icC. Martin, Jr..

es.
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